The regional distribution, laterality, and reliability of volumetric pulsed continuous arterial spin labeling (PCASL) measurements of cerebral blood flow (CBF) in cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar regions were determined in 10 normal volunteers studied on two occasions separated by 3 to 7 days. Regional CBF, normalized for global perfusion, was highly reliable when measured on separate days. Several regions showed significant lateral asymmetry; notably, in frontal regions CBF was greater in the right than left hemisphere, whereas left was greater than right in posterior regions. There was considerable regional variability across the brain, whereby the posterior cingulate and central and posterior precuneus cortices had the highest perfusion and the globus pallidus the lowest gray matter perfusion. The latter may be due to iron-induced T1 shortening affecting labeled spins and computed CBF signal. High CBF in the posterior cingulate and posterior and central precuneus cortices in this task-free acquisition suggests high activity in these principal nodes of the "default mode network."
Introduction
Cognitive, sensory, and motor functions are dependent on the health of the local blood perfusion in the brain. Many established approaches for measurement of regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) require the use of moderately invasive imaging methods (for review, Barbier et al., 2001; Wintermark et al., 2005) , including Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) or Positron Emission Tomography (PET), both requiring injection of radioactive tracer, X-ray CT with Xenon inhalation, or MRI methods requiring intravenous contrast agent injection. By contrast, the MRI method of Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) enables measurement of cerebral perfusion without the need for exogenous tracers (Detre et al., 1992) . The approach magnetically inverts, or labels, the nuclear magnetization of water molecules of flowing blood in a region proximal to the imaged volume. As the labeled spins enter the imaging slice, they exchange with tissue water spins and slightly attenuate the image signal. Subtraction of the image after labeling from an unlabeled reference image provides an estimate of the amount of blood that has flowed into the tissue (Alsop and Detre, 1996) . Challenges to the technique include the low signal intensity differences (∼1%), rapid T1 decay of the labeled spins, and uncertainty of the amount of time necessary for delivery to the image slice, i.e., the transit time, which may increase with advancing age (Campbell and Beaulieu, 2006) .
A comparison of ASL, fMRI-derived hemodynamics, and H 2
15
O PET, which is considered a gold standard for CBF imaging (Carroll et al., 2002) , noted high correspondence among these three modalities based on the occipital gray matter samples examined. These data provided convergent validity for the use of any of these approaches in quantifying CBF despite lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ASL compared with PET (Ernst et al., 1999; Carroll et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2008) . This observation is consistent with another validation study comparing H 2 15 O PET and ASL that reported highly consistent estimates of CBF in gray matter but less so in white matter across the two imaging platforms (Ye et al., 2000) . Local differences in perfusion detected with ASL have successfully differentiated frontotemporal and Alzheimer-type dementias from each other and from healthy individuals (Du et al., 2006) , distinguished tumor types on the basis of vascular density (Noguchi et al., 2008) , and identified the epileptogenic hemisphere in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (Wolf et al., 2001) . ASL has also been useful in evaluating baseline perfusion effects on function (Lee et al., 2009) and in exploring fMRI blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) differences in health 
